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ALBUM TITLE: Satan liebt dich

FORMAT: EP Digipak, Vinyl LP
LABEL: Massacre Records
CAT. NUMBER: MAS DP1020, MAS LP1020
RUNNING TIME: 28:42 Minutes
MUSIC GENRE: Extreme Metal
HOME COUNTRY: Germany
BARCODE: DP 4028466910202,
			
LP 4028466920201
RELEASE DATE: 08.06.2018

TRACK LIST:
1. Fahlmondmörder
2. Satan liebt dich
3. Onkel Fritze
4. Menschenmetzger Fritz
(Transilvanian Beef Club)
5. For God Your Soul
6. Mein Eichensarg
(Schirenc plays Eisregen)
7. 13 russische Krebsschweine

INE-UP :								
M. Roth - Vocals
Yantit - Guitars, Drums, Programming
Markus Stock - Bass
Frau N. Feind - Violin
FACTS:
- The new EP of the leading German extreme metal band EISREGEN from Thuringia
- available as EP Digipak as well as limited vinyl LP.
- Produced by Yantit at the HcN-Studios, Tambach-Dietharz (Germany).
- Mixed and mastered by Markus Stock at Klangschmiede Studio E, Mellrichstadt (Germany).
- Cover artwork by Yantit & Sebastian Spelda.
- As a guest: Martin Schirenc with a cover version of the EISREGEN classic „Mein Eichensarg“.
- 1,5-page story, cover inset, concert preview and sweepstake news feature in the Legacy issue #114.
- Media Control Charts entries in Germany with various albums: „Fleischfilm“ #19 (Austria: #59),
„Marschmusik“ #11 (Austria: #69), „Flötenfreunde“ #80, „Todestage“ #40, „Rostrot“ #72, „Schlangensonne“ #27
(Placement: 2 weeks; Azstria: #39), „Knochenkult“ #40 (Placement: 2 weeks; Austria: #61), „Blutbahnen“ #32
(Placement: 2 weeks), „Hexenhaus“ #100, „Eine Erhalten“ Single #100, „Wundwasser“ #87 as well as with an album
by the side project Eisblut „Schlachtwerk“ #92!
- Continuous live presence over the past few years; headliner tours through Germany and Austria in 2005, 2006, 2007,
2010, 2011 and 2015, among others.
- Part of the Heidenfest and Paganfest tours, appearances at numerous big summer festivals like W:O:A,
Summer Breeze Open Air, Metal Bash, Party.San, Beastival, Walpurgisschlacht.
- Cult status in the German-speaking metal scene.
- Full-page ad campaign in im May/June/July mit Theotoxin, The Heretic Order, Stormwitch etc., e.g., in
Metal Hammer (D), Orkus (D), Nuclear Blast Magazin (D), Legacy (D), Rock It! (D), Hardline (D), Deaf Forever (D),
Aardschok (NL), Rock Tribune (B), Metallian (F) or Powerplay (GB).
- News campaigns on various social media platforms and in various web forums.
- Online promo incl. animated web banners, interviews and reviews, for example on: bleeding4metal.de, concreteweb.de,
heavylaw.com, lordsofmetal.nl, metal.de, metalnews.de, metal-only.de, metalunderground.at, myrevelations.de,
powermetal.de, powerofmetal.dk, rockoverdose.gr, soulfood-music.de, stormbringer.at, time-for-metal.eu,
zephyrsodem.de and many more!
BAND BIOGRAPHY:
Formed in 1995 as one of the first black metal bands that sing in German, EISREGEN caused quite a stir in the German metal
underground scene with its first releases in 1996. The debut album „Zerfall“ was released in 1998 and is considered a classic and
still the bestselling German-language black metal albums to date. The second album, released in late 1998, practically made the
band famous overnight and they also started to slowly get rid of their black metal sound. Since then the band has never been lazy,
they continuously strengthened their status as the leading German extreme metal band and played live a lot. They’ve gained a cult
status and are followed by a loyal fan base in all German-speaking regions.
2018 brings the new MCD „Satan liebt dich“ in June as well as the band’s 13th studio album „Fegefeuer“ in October, which will
be accompanied by a headliner tour.
EISREGEN has entered the German Media Control Charts with numerous releases, with the last two albums entering the Top 20.
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Meanwhile, feuilletons also became aware of the band. The well-known Swiss author Thomas Glavinic wrote about band leader
M. Roth in the newspaper DIE ZEIT in December 2017: „Michael Roth eludes a description of what he is, what he does and what
he can do. He is a genius in a field that never had a genius before.“
It will be interesting to see, where the path will lead and what the future will bring.
ALBUM INFOS:
Band leader M. Roth about the MCD:
„We were quite busy in the past weeks and months, working on our upcoming album „Fegefeuer“, which is set to be released in
late October 2018.
Since we still need a few more months to complete it and add the finishing touches and to shorten the waiting time until the actual
release, we decided to release a MCD with the beautiful title „Satan liebt dich“ (Satan loves you) on June 8, 2018.
The release will feature 7 previously unreleased and never-before-heard songs. This includes the title track, which will also be
accompanied by a video clip, the high-speed track „Fahlmondmörder“ as well as a medley, featuring certain songs, that has only
been played live; the title „13 russische Krebsschweine“ (13 Russian Cancer-Hogs) will surely make a lot of fans happy.
We’ve also noticed that we have never made a song about Fritz Haarmann – until now. „Onkel Fritze“ will come in 2 versions: the
first version will feature my lyrics and vocals and the second version will feature lyrics written and vocals performed by Yantit,
which will be especially interesting for fans of Transilvanian Beat Club.
Our friendship with Pungent Stench is not a secret, and Martin also contributed guitars to „Fleischfilm“ - that is why it was about
time to do cover songs of each other. We recorded a cover version of the Stench classic „For God Your Soul“ and Schirenc does
not play Pungent Stench this time but EISREGEN and performs „Mein Eichensarg“.
You see, the MCD has a lot to offer…“
DISCOGRAPHY:
1995 Mysterien Der Nacht (Cass.)
1996 Das Ende Des Weges (Cass.)
1997 Fleischhaus 7“
1998 Zerfall
1998 Krebskolonie
1999 Fleischfestival EP
2000 Leichenlager
2001 Farbenfinsternis
2004 Wundwasser
2005 Hexenhaus EP/DVD
2007 Eine Erhalten EP
2007 Blutbahnen
2008 Knochenkult
2009 Buehnenblut „Live In Leipzig“
2010 Schlangensonne
2011 Madenreich EP
2011 Rostrot
2013 Todestage
2014 Flötenfreunde EP
2015 Brummbär EP
2015 Marschmusik
2017 Fleischfilm
2018 Satan liebt dich EP
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